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Description

This symposium attempts to cast light on concurrent advances on the fields of organizational behavior, HRM, innovation and knowledge management, strategic leadership, sustainability, SCM, and higher education. Diverse and modern perspectives on the development and evolution of the relative disciplines on regional and national levels will be discussed and debated. However, does the current crisis impose threats to survival (kills?) or yield opportunities for changes and synergies to growth (links?)? Are the same fundamental cornerstones such as leadership, strategy, knowledge, and innovation produce both excellence and perish? (Knowledge Innovation Leadership Learning Strategy: KILLS?, Leadership Innovation Networking Knowledge Strategy: LINKS?) In the light of the current recession, this symposium aims to track different views, discuss and publish research on the challenges in the field of management which influence societies, cultures, networks, organizations, teams, and individuals. Furthermore, this session will put a special emphasis on the investigation of those business processes fostering innovation and facilitating management transitions from dominant structures to more evolutionary, developmental paradigms.